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Remark on the „non…convergence of ensemble densities
in dynamical systems
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We consider a dynamical system with state spaceM , a smooth, compact subset of someRn, and
evolution given byTt , xt5Ttx, xPM ; Tt is invertible and the timet may be discrete,tPZ, Tt

5Tt, or continuous,tPR. Here we show that starting with a continuous positive initial probability
densityr(x,0).0, with respect todx, the smooth volume measure induced onM by Lebesgue
measure onRn, the expectation value of logr(x,t), with respect to any stationary~i.e., time invariant!
measuren(dx), is linear int, n(logr(x,t))5n(logr(x,0))1Kt. K depends only onn and vanishes
when n is absolutely continuous with respect todx. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1054-1500~98!02502-6#
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The long-time behavior of ensemble densities for dynami-
cal systems, the analysis of which was initiated by Gibbs
is widely linked with the origins of thermodynamic irre-
versibility. While regarding the linkage as often mis-
guided, we note here some simple, and perhaps surpris
ing, features of this behavior. In particular we find, with
great generality, an exactly linear time dependence for a
natural modified entropy functional.

The time evolution of probability measures on the pha
spaceM of a dynamical system depends both on the cha
ter of the dynamics, assumed here to be given by a
parameter group of invertible measurable transformati
Tt , and the nature of the initial measure. Given a probabi
measurem0 on M at time 0, the evolved measure at timet,
m t , is such that the expectation value of functionsf(x) is
given by

m t~f!5E
M

f~x!m t~dx!5E f~Ttx!m0~dx!, ~1!

or in terms of measurable setsA,M ,

m t~A!5m0~T2tA!, ~2!

whereT2tA is the set of pointsy such thatTty belongs toA.
There will typically be many stationary measuresn,

n t(dx)5n(dx), for the dynamical system. Some are conc
trated on the set of fixed points or periodic orbits. There c
also be stationary measures concentrated on fractal se
zero Lebesgue measure. This happens in particular for
neric Anosov systems; for other examples, see Refs. 1 an
In addition there may exist a stationary measure absolu
continuous with respect todx, i.e.,n(dx)5r̄(x)dx. In the
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most familiar examples of the latter situationTt preserves
dx, as with Hamiltonian flows on energy surfaces or t
baker’s transformation on the unit square, in which caser̄(x)
is constant, i.e., independent ofx.

WhenTt is sufficiently ‘‘chaotic,’’ the fractal and abso
lutely continuous types of measures will generally have v
good ergodic properties, mixing or better. For the case of
absolutely continuousn, mixing implies that if m0(dx)
5r(x,0)dx then

m t~ f !5E f ~Ttx!r~x,0!dx

5E f ~x!r~x,t!dx →
t→6`

E f ~x!r̄~x!dx ~3!

for any bounded measurablef (x). The weak convergence o
r(x,t) to r̄, expressed by Eq.~3!, is clearly compatible with
the fact thatwhen Tt preserves dx, the Gibbs entropySm

52*r(x,t)logr(x,t)dx, and indeed anyF̄5*F(r(x,t))dx,
is constant in time.

Unfortunately, it is sometimes thought that this co
stancy ofSm for Hamiltonian evolutions is a manifestation o
the conflict between microscopic reversibility and the seco
law of thermodynamics, and that the resolution of this co
flict requires at least an acceptance of weak convergenc
the mathematical expression of the approach to equilibr
characteristic of macroscopic irreversibility, and perha
even necessitates changes in the microscopic physical l
cf. Ref. 3~b!. This concern and its proposed resolution
based on a misunderstanding of the origin of the obser
time asymmetry of macroscopic physical systems, which
ally concerns not probability densities but the behavior
individual systems whose microstatesxt5Ttx are points in a
very high-dimensional phase spaceM . In fact, the second
law refers not toSm but to an entropy defined for individua
macroscopic systems, whose observed irreversible beha
is due first and foremost to the large discrepancy between
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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scale of macroscopic observables~which behave irrevers
ibly! and microscopic scales and to the nature of ‘‘typica
initial conditions for the microstatex of the system, cf.
Ref. 3.

These conceptual issues are, however, not the main
cern of this brief note, even though it was motivated by
paper of R. Fox in this issue4 in which such problems are
discussed for the baker’s transformation. In that paper
notes the constancy ofF̄ whenF5 log r for this transforma-
tion. Here we are concerned with what happens to functi
of r(x,t) when Tt does not preservedx and n may not be
absolutely continuous.

Let n be a stationary probability measure, and letm t
(1)

andm t
(2) be two measures onM , evolving according to the

dynamics. Ifm t
(1) is absolutely continuous with respect

m t
(2) , i.e., m t

(1)(dx)5g(x,t)m t
(2)(dx), then it follows di-

rectly from Eq.~2! that

g~x,t !5g~T2tx,0!. ~4!

Suppose thatg(x,0) is continuous inx. Then, given a func-
tion of g, f (g), integrable with respect ton, we have
n( f (g(x,t)))5n( f (g(x,0))) for allt. Assume now thatm t

(1)

and m t
(2) are themselves absolutely continuous with resp

to dx, with continuous positive densitiesr1(x,t) and
r2(x,t). Theng(x,t)5r1(x,t)/r2(x,t) and

n~ f ~g!!5E
M

f ~r1~x,t !/r2~x,t !!n~dx!5const. ~5!

Setting f (g)5 log g yields

n~ log r1~x,t !!2n~ log r2~x,t !!5C ~6!

independent oft. Put now r2(x,t)5r(x,t) and r1(x,t)
5r(x,t1t). Equation~6! then becomes for allt

n~ log r~x,t1t!!2n~ log r~x,t !!5K~t!. ~7!

Noting that K(t11t2)5K(t1)1K(t2) we obtain a rather
surprising result,

n~ log r~x,t!!5n~ log r~x,0!!1Kt, ~8!

with K independent oft. In other words, the average of th
log of the density with respect to the stationary measuren is
linear in the time. On the other hand it follows from Eq.~6!
that the growth rate ofn(log r(x,t)) does not depend onr.
HenceK depends only on the dynamicsTt and the stationary
probability measuren. Consequently, we can computeK by
taking for our initial ~unnormalized!densityr(x,0)51. We
then get

K5nS dJt

dt U
t50

D , ~9!

whereJ(x,t) is the Jacobian of the transformationT2t , for
continuous time and

K5n~ log J~x!!, ~10!

whereJ(x)5J(x,1), for discrete time. Ifn is absolutely con-
tinuous with respect todx, i.e.,n(dx)5r̄(x)dx, then putting
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r2(x,t)5 r̄(x) and r15r in Eq. ~6! we see that
*M@ log r(x,t)#r̄(x)dx is independent oft, i.e., K vanishes for
such an.

In the case of a continuous time evolution given by
~smooth!vector field,ẋ5v(x), the right-hand side of Eq.~9!
is just n(2“–v). Equations~8! and ~9! can then also be
obtained directly for a smooth, positiver(x,0) by starting
with the continuity equation

]r~x,t!

]t
52“–~rv~x!!. ~11!

We then find

K5
d

dtEM
log r~x,t !n~dx!

52E
M

r21
“–~rv!n~dx!

52E
M

@“–v1~“ log r!–v#n~dx!. ~12!

On the other hand, the time derivative ofm t(f) is, for any
smoothf(x), given by

d

dt
m t~f!52m t~v–“f!. ~13!

Hence, by the stationarity ofn, n(v–“f)50 and so the
second term in the square brackets in Eq.~12! vanishes,
yielding explicitly

K52n~“–v!. ~14!

Equations~7! and ~13! are to be compared with wha
happens to the rate of change of the Gibbs entropySm , for
m t(dx)5r(x,t)dx. A straightforward computation gives

d

dt
Sm52

d

dtE r~x,t!log r~x,t !dx

5E
M

~“–v!r~x,t!dx5m t~“–v!. ~15!

Ṡm has been of much interest recently in connection w
‘‘thermostated’’ nonequilibrium systems.1,2,5 Under suitable
conditions on Tt , it can be shown that m t(dx)
→ t→6`n6(dx) with n1 a Sinai, Ruelle, Bowen~SRB!
measure.1,2 In such cases

2
d

dt
Sm →

t→6`

2n6~“–v! ~16!

with n1(“–v)<0. The equality holds if and only ifn1 is
absolutely continuous with respect todx, i.e., n1

5 r̄1(x)dx. On the other hand whenTt is ‘‘time reversible’’
in the sense that there exists a transformationR on M , pre-
servingdx, such thatR25I andRTtx5T2tRx, then1,2

K152n1~“–v!5n2~“–v!52K2 . ~17!

Thus, writingS6(t)52n6(log r(x,t)) we have in this case
that
r copyright; see http://chaos.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Sm~ t !;S6~ t ! for t→6`

with

S6~ t !5S6~0!7K1t.

As an illustrative example consider a flow on a circ
with v(x)52sinx1v. Here xP@2p,p# with periodic
boundary conditions andv is a constant. This example co
responds to a particle moving in the plane with velocityu
under the action of an electric fieldE and a magnetic fieldh
perpendicular to the plane. The speeduuu is kept equal to one
by a Gaussian thermostat;2,5 x is the angle between the ve
locity u andE andv;h/uEu. ~This flow is time reversible,
with R given by reflection throughp/2, the minimum ofv.!
For uvu,1, n6(dx) are delta functions atx65arcsinv with
ux1u,ux2u. We clearly haveK15cosx15A12v252K2

.0. For uvu.1 there is a unique stationary state,n(dx)
5 r̄(x)dx, with r̄(x) proportional to 1/uv(x)u andK50 on
general grounds as well as by explicit computation. Atuvu
51, x15x2 , n15n25n with K50 so K is continuous
in v.

Another observation which follows from Eq.~5! is that
for an absolutely continuousn, with densityr̄(x),

Bp5E
M
Ur~x,t!

r̄~x!
21Up

r̄~x!dx ~18!

is independent oft. For p51 Eq.~18! is just theL1 distance
betweenm t andn; sinceM is compact,*Mdx5uM u,`, Eq.
~17! also implies, by the Schwartz inequality, th
*Mur(x,t)2 r̄(x)u2dx>uM u21B1

2.0 unless r5 r̄, and a
similar statement is true of the higher norms. Thus there
be no convergence to zero of theL2 and higher norms of
r(x,t)2 r̄(x).
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We conclude by noting that the long time behavior
r(x,t) was discussed in Ref. 6 for hyperbolic maps. It w
explained there that conditional probability densities induc
by m t on the unstable manifolds converge, ast→`, point-
wise with their derivatives to the corresponding densit
given by n. Along stable directions, however, the densiti
r(x,t) are extremely irregular, as might be suggested by
preservation of the integrals discussed above.
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